Your Distinguished Outlander Tour of Scotland 2022
See where Outlander shot their scenes at Outlander filming locations and visit Outlander book locations.
Along the way you’ll also explore historic attractions with real-life Jacobite connections, where you can delve
into the true story of the Jacobite cause.
Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Edinburgh. After our early morning arrival, we meet our driver guide at the airport. After leaving the airport we first make our way
to Linlithgow Palace. This royal palace and birthplace of Mary Queen of Scots became the backdrop for some of the most harrowing
scenes in Outlander. Depicted as Wentworth Prison, the prison corridors and entrance were used in the series when Jamie Fraser was
brutally incarcerated by his adversary, Blackjack Randall. Built in the 1400s and 1500s, the now-ruined palace is set among the
spectacular surrounds of Linlithgow Loch and Peel. Then its onto our hotel right in town. Overnight at the Apex Waterloo Hotel.
Edinburgh. After breakfast we meet our driver guide to start our Outlander sightseeing. Our first stop is Craigmillar Castle. Known
to Outlander fans as the remote Ardsmuir Prison, the place of Jamie’s incarceration in season three, Craigmillar Castle is in fact
situated just a few miles from the center of Edinburgh. Visitors to the handsome ruined castle, which was intimately involved in the
famous plot to murder Mary, Queen of Scots’ wearisome husband Henry Stuart, should climb the tower for a superb view of the
Scottish capital. We when take time to have lunch perhaps in a quaint little pub. Then our next stop a must see for any Outlander fan
is to visit the Palace of Holyroodhouse. This palace at the bottom of the Royal Mile and is the official residence of the British
monarch in Scotland (the Queen does in fact come and stay here every summer), and before that was the main residence of the Kings
and Queens of Scotland. In a true-to-life representation, this is where Claire and Jamie visit the prince to beg him to abandon his
hopeless cause. Overnight at the Apex Waterloo Hotel.
Edinburgh- Glencoe- Ft. William. This morning after breakfast we begin our journey to Glencoe. As we drive through the beautiful
countryside, we first make our way to Hopetoun House. As perhaps Scotland’s finest stately home, the turn-of-the-18th-century
building houses stunning furnished interiors, an extensive collection of art, and a sprawling English garden–style landscape park.
Outlander fans may recognize it as several locations from the show, as at different times it has stood in for the home of the Duke of
Sandringham, the Hawkins Estate, Helwater stables, and even as Jamie and Claire’s Paris apartment. Make sure to see the red
drawing room where Claire and Jamie meet the Duke to request Jamie’s pardon. When not being used for filming, this room is used
for private functions and dinners. Next to the red room is the living room. This may be recognizable as the room where Jamie talks
with Lord Dunsany at the start of his time in Helwater. Heading outside we make our way to the stables where a number of Paris
street scenes were filmed, including the infamous rape of Mary Hawkins. After leaving Hopetoun House we will stop for lunch
before making our way to Blackness Castle. One of Scotland's most impressive strongholds, Blackness Castle was built in the 15th
century by one of Scotland's most powerful families, the Crichtons. Outlander fans will recognize this castle as the place of the scenes
where dastardly Blackjack Randall gives Jamie a horrific whipping. This mighty fortification, located about eight miles west of South
Queensferry on the shores of the Firth of Forth, was originally built in the 1440s for the influential local Crichton family. Glencoe
appears in the opening credits, what a beautifully rugged area in the Scottish highlands. Then it onto Ft. William. Overnight at the
Ben Nevis Hotel Ft. William.
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Day 4

Day 5

Glencoe-Inverness. Today after a full Scottish breakfast we head out to our first stop Doune Castle. Explore this 14th century
courtyard castle, with a striking 100 ft high gatehouse and one of the best-preserved great halls in Scotland. The castle is a stand-in
for the fictional Castle Leoch in Outlander (the home of dashing warrior Jamie Fraser’s uncle, Colum Mackenzie, and his clan),
Doune Castle is a medieval stronghold that dates back to the 14th century. We continue on to Inverness. Not far outside Inverness,
Culloden Battlefield was the site of the last battle of the Jacobites. Culloden Battlefield is where the last hand-to-hand battle was
fought on British soil which takes on a whole new meaning with the opening of an exciting new visitor center and interactive
exhibition. The battlefield itself is now restored to as close as possible that marched on by the two sides on that fateful day. this is a
real-life attraction that plays itself in the series; it appears in the scene where Jamie and Claire say goodbye before he leaves to fight
in the historic battle. Overnight Inverness. Overnight at the Culloden House Hotel.
Inverness. Today after breakfast we first make our way to The Calanais Standing Stones, which are an extraordinary cross-shaped
setting of stones erected 5,000 years ago. They predate England’s famous Stonehenge monument and were an important place for
ritual activity for at least 2,000 years. We don’t know why the standing stones at Calanais were erected, but our best guess is that it
was a kind of astronomical observatory. As is fitting for one of the Western Isles’ most mysterious attractions, the prehistoric
Calanais Standing Stones were the main inspiration for Craigh na Du, the fictional stones that send Claire back in time in Outlander.
This afternoon spend some time exploring this highlands town where many Outlander scenes have been filmed. Overnight at the
Culloden House Hotel.

Day 6

Inverness- Glasgow. On our way to Glasgow, we will visit Culross, this charming town is about as close to stepping back in time to
the 16th century as possible. The whitewashed, red-tiled buildings are well preserved, such as the Town House, where witches were
tried and held while awaiting execution. As a living museum of 17th-century Scottish life, the seaside town was always going to be a
popular location choice when shooting a historical Scottish drama. Fittingly, Outlander has used the site in several different guises
throughout the series. It has played the Black Kirk, the fictional village of Cranesmuir (where Geillis lived), the location of Balriggan
Cottage (where Laoghaire and daughter Joan lived) and has been a backdrop to the Jacobite encampment and makeshift hospital
scenes. Once back in Edinburgh a must see for any Outlander fan to visit is probably the Palace of Holyroodhouse. This palace at the
bottom of the Royal Mile is the official residence of the British monarch in Scotland (the Queen does in fact come and stay here
every summer), and before that was the main residence of the Kings and Queens of Scotland. In a true-to-life representation, this is
where Claire and Jamie visit the prince to beg him to abandon his hopeless cause. Overnight Apex City Hotel Glasgow.

Day 7

Glasgow Airport. Today you will make your own way to Glasgow Airport for your flight home.

Your Distinguished Chauffeur Drive Tour Includes:
• Professional Scottish Driver Guide arrive Edinburgh on Day 1 through the end of day 6 in Deluxe
Vehicle
• Scottish Accommodations for 6 Nights as follows or similar
Location
Hotel
Edinburgh-Apex Waterloo Hotel - **** -2 Nights www.apexhotel.co.uk
Fort William – The Ben Nevis Hotel - **** - 1 Night www.strathmorehotels-thebennevis.com
Inverness- The Culloden House Hotel – **** - 2 Nights www.cullodenhouse.co.uk
Glasgow- Glasgow Apex City Hotel **** - 1 Night www.apexhotel.co.uk
• Breakfast Daily
• Fully escorted sightseeing as per itinerary
• All Driver’s Expenses
• Hotel Taxes
Not Included:
• INSIDE ADMISSIONS PAID DIRECT TO ALLOW FOR FLEXIBILITY
• Any items of a personal nature.
• Dinners and suggested optional sightseeing that is mentioned in itinerary. All admissions
suggested in the itinerary are not included in the rate are paid directly to sightseeing venues
unless otherwise requested prior to departure. Admissions to sites may be added in.
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